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Alone in a world on the brink of warâ€¦two unlikely allies will discover a love greater than time.Exiled

from her home, powerful oracle Cosmina Cordei holds the key to uniting those protecting mankind

from evil. But just as she makes her way into the holy city to perform an ancient rite, the enemy

closes in for the killâ€¦Drawn by a destiny he wonâ€™t accept, elite assassin Henrik Lazar detests

the mystical curse handed down by his mother. But when the sorcery in his blood is activated and

past pain comes back to haunt him, his new abilities come into play and he must learn to control

them.Rescued by Henrik in the heat of battle, Cosmina must decide whether to trust the assassin

who loathes the goddess she serves or face certain death on her own. Forced into an untenable

position, Henrik is left with a terrible choiceâ€”protect the magical Order he despises, or deny destiny

and lose the woman he loves forever.
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~Reviewed by ANGELA & posted at Under the Covers Book BlogSeems like I waited a long time for

this book; I have forgotten a lot about this world that I had to review the previous book. So it was a

slow start for me only because it took me a while to get reacquainted with the characters. With that

mishap to the side, Knight Avenged was overall fast paced, action packed and plenty romantic.I



love Henrik and Cosmina. I was in awe with both their dedication to their beliefs and causes.

Cosmina, the Oracle is more a warrior than an oracle. I love her aggressive warrior behavior; it was

inspiring and sometimes she was hardheaded but still inspiring. She was not deterred from her

duties, and I have to say, I thought she was pretty kick ass. Henrik and Cosmina were perfect for

each other despite coming from the different sides of the spectrum. Their past experiences

somehow connected them. It was romantic that Henrik let her be who she is yet, always on the

ready to rescue her and the man is hot!!! Ah, Henrik is totally swoon worthy.The Circle of

Sevenâ€™s enemy, Halal, joining forces with the Prince of Shadows was totally unexpected. And

the union was intense. As evil as they are, Iâ€™m afraid our boys have not heard the last of Armand

and the Al Pacii aka Druinguaris. I have a feeling they will come back with a vengeance. On the

brighter end of things, it was wonderful to see the rest of the guys. We certainly got more scenes

focusing on who they are. We saw what their powers are and that they are starting to hone them

well. Iâ€™m most intrigued with Tareek, Razvan and especially Cristobal. There was a bit of setup

for Cristobal and Nairobi. Cristobal is definitely fascinating with his powers and new hellhound

friends. Iâ€™m curious to see where Ms.

Originally Reviewed For: Tea and BookAuthor Coreene Callahan writes about more than Dragons..

of course there are dragons in both of her series BUT there is so much more. Knight Avenged is

book two in her Circle of Seven Series and it tells a story of the good vs evil. Of the ultimate evil

attempting to regain his hold on the human world. About those that fight for the light but also fight

against she who commands the light. Fighting their destiny while trying to destroy evil.Oracle

Cosmina Cordei was banished from the white city by a greedy high priestess. A woman who

dabbled in the dark arts while supposed to be leading those who honored the goddess of all things.

Literally alone in the wilderness, Cosmina has managed to create a home for herself outside of the

society she was raised in. But now she has been called back to the White City by the goddess

herself. It's Cosmina's job to let the others know, it's safe to return. Only it isn't, not as it stands, the

minions of evil have breached the walls and are there for one reason only. To destroy those who

serve.. When Cosmina attempts to make the call she is attacked, only to be saved by a mysterious

man with ties to her past..Elite assassin, Henrik Lazar isn't an assassin by choice. He too was

banished from the White City. His only sin being a male born into the family of the High Priestess..

an evil woman who sold her son to the assassin master and then told the world he was dead.

Twenty years later he has returned to the White City trying his best to refuse the call. But when an

innocent needs him, he is there. Only to discover that she holds his heart.Duty and choice... which



will prevail.
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